"GOOD FOR WHAT AILS YOU is just amazing. Expansive, odd, moving, confusing, glorious."

— Greil Marcus, author: The Old, Weird America

Two-CD Set • 48 Songs Digitally Remastered • Over Two Hours of Music

With 72-page Full Color Booklet:
A Profusely Illustrated History of the Medicine Shows, many Rare Photographs and First-Hand Accounts never before published, plus full Discography and Song Descriptions.

BEFORE MOTION PICTURES, BEFORE RADIO, BEFORE TELEVISION, the traveling Medicine Shows brought entertainment to America! Flamboyant pitch doctors roamed the land, hawking their tonics, elixers, and miracle cures, and with them came a host of singers, dancers, comedians, banjo pickers, blues shouters, jug blowers, string ticklers, and minstrel men. The shows died out by mid-20th century, but not before a handful of seasoned veterans left their musical legacy on phonograph records. Here are 48 classic performances by such colorful names as Pink Anderson, Daddy Stovepipe, Gid Tanner, Blind Sammie, Bogus Ben Covington, Fiddlin’ John Carson, Banjo Joe, Shorty Godwin, Beans Hambone, Emmett Miller & His Georgia Crackers, the Three Tobacco Tags, and many more!

AVAILABLE NOW AT
RECORD STORES WORLD-WIDE AND FROM LEADING ONLINE RETAILERS

OLD HAT RECORDS
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www.oldhatrecords.com